From:
To:
Subject:
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Sierra Club on behalf of Michael Hamburger
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:56:57 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Michael Hamburger
340 Woodlawn Ter
Apt B5
Collingswood, NJ 08108-1644
(703) 447-6825

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Stuart Nordheimer
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:56:59 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Stuart Nordheimer
12 Grand View Ave
West Orange, NJ 07052-3923
(973) 731-4388

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Marjorie Futornick
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:04 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Futornick
25 Fairway Ave
West Orange, NJ 07052-2237

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Linda Schofel
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:11 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Linda Schofel
911 Regal Blvd
Livingston, NJ 07039-8249
(973) 758-1441

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Paul Morrill
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:13 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Paul Morrill
390 New Hampshire Ave
Lakewood, NJ 08701-4546

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Enzo Alda
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:15 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Enzo Alda
74 Albert Ave
Edison, NJ 08837-2593
(732) 887-9255

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Rebecca Reynolds
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:16 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Reynolds
91 Fieldcrest Ave
Edison, NJ 08837-3627

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Karen McGuinness
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:17 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Karen McGuinness
2 Nappi Ct
Hazlet, NJ 07730-2474

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Charl Kroeger
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:19 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
The contract that the Board of Public Utilities entered into with the
people of NJ is to spend the money as announced and nothing short of
that will suffice. Nothing that Governor Christie tries to pull should
supersede that! It's OUR money we pay in taxes and should be spent for
the Public good (i.e. Clean Energy, as promised) and must be utilized as
such.
Sincerely,
Charl Kroeger
176 Sherman Ave Apt 203
Jersey City, NJ 07307-2042
(201) 536-9121

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Sharleen Leahey
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:20 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sharleen Leahey
PO Box 606
Somerville, NJ 08876-0606

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of John Dean
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:21 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Dean
13 Evelyn Pl
Bloomfield, NJ 07003-3821

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Regina Littwin
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:23 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Regina Littwin
1742 7th St
Ewing, NJ 08638-3010

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Eve Kirch
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:24 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Eve Kirch
5 Roosevelt Pl Apt 2j
Montclair, NJ 07042-3372
(973) 748-1210

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Margaret Monks
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:25 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Margaret Monks
642 Teneyck Ave
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071-3208
(201) 842-1703

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jill Mangino
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:27 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon.
It is time for New Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate
pollution.
Please protect this vital fund .
Jill Mangino
Sincerely,
Jill Mangino
30 Johnson Rd
Hackettstown, NJ 07840-4709

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jonathan Eckstein
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:28 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Using the funds in the clean energy fund toward the general state
budget in effect makes it a "stealth" tax, and a regressive
one at that. The clean energy program should be used for clean energy.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Eckstein
161 Longview Dr
Princeton, NJ 08540-5638
(609) 430-0632

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Sara Lerner
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:28 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sara Lerner
70 Bonnell St
Flemington, NJ 08822-1307

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Patricia Santoro
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:29 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Patricia Santoro
64 Mercer St
Jersey City, NJ 07302-3561
(201) 860-9188

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Kathryn Riss
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:30 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Riss
290 River Rd Apt M1
Piscataway, NJ 08854-7516
(732) 356-3447

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Ann Despont
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:32 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ann Despont
25 Corey Ln
Mendham, NJ 07945-3308
(973) 543-9706

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of George Abaunza
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:34 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
George Abaunza
262 S Main St
Lodi, NJ 07644-2117
(201) 559-6000

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Elizabeth Teschic
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:34 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Teschic
290 Ella Ave
Avenel, NJ 07001-1126
(732) 433-3381

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Philip de Carlo
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:35 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Philip de Carlo
Palmer Ave.
Keansburg, NJ 07734

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Patrick Moffitt
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:36 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Patrick Moffitt
166 Montague Pl
South Orange, NJ 07079-2127

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Sandy Spremulli
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:36 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sandy Spremulli
40 Douglas St
Fords, NJ 08863-2234

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Sam Berman
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:37 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sam Berman
22-14 Radburn Rd
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-4524

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of ray fisher
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:37 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
ray fisher
1096 Saddlebrook Rd
Mountainside, NJ 07092-1511

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Paul Rinear
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:38 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Paul Rinear
109 Wilson Ave
Aberdeen, NJ 07747-3366
(732) 608-1003

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Marian McCredie
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:38 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marian McCredie
30 Battle Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540-4902

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jean Stockdale
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:38 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jean Stockdale
27 S 7th Ave
Highland Park, NJ 08904-2801

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of lynn stansel
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:39 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
lynn stansel
22 Clairidge Ct
Montclair, NJ 07042-5016

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jay Rovner
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:39 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jay Rovner
115 Highland Ave
Highland Park, NJ 08904-3620
(732) 572-3879

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of David Hunter
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:40 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
This 'Governor', AKA Christie, does nothing except that there is
something for him personally in it. To suggest that his interests are
completely different from those of the State of New Jersey is a gross
understatement. That he claims to be running for 'higher office' is a
travesty of what the United States is all about.
The best part is that the 'Press' ennobles his arrogance by printing
his rubbish verbatim without giving any critical analysis whatsoever.
Sincerely,
David Hunter
10 Eckert Farm Rd
Saddle River, NJ 07458-2522
(201) 934-7659

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Rich Ottenstroer
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:41 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rich Ottenstroer
2166 Vauxhall Rd
Union, NJ 07083-5874
(908) 687-7339

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Nancy Sullivan
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:41 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Nancy Sullivan
975 Grandview Ave
Union, NJ 07083-8322

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Linda Smith
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:41 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Linda Smith
232 Harrison Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07304-1706
(201) 533-1194

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Ralph Olacio
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:43 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Good Evening,
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce CO2
emissions. Individual actions is not enough. We as a state need strong
state policies to serve as the basis/framework from which New Jersey as
a whole can begin to excel from in order to save energy, cut carbon
emissions, and ultimately transition from a broken system into a fully
sustainable state. It is time for New Jersey to do its part to curb our
share of climate pollution. So please take this message as a serious
reminder that we must begin to move forward and really progress as a
state away from fossil fuel consumption in a renewable and sustainable
state. Please contact me at olacior1@mail.montclair.edu because when I
get back from Costa Rica, Ethiopia, and Dominican Republic from my
studies/international research on Sustainable Development I am going
aspire to be a strong voice in these types of conversation of New
Jersey's future, and I personally do not take that lightly as many
other politicians/representatives currently are.
Sincerely,
Ralph Olacio
Sincerely,
Ralph Olacio
1128 Summit Ave Apt 2r
Jersey City, NJ 07307-3358

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Laurie Drank
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:43 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Laurie Drank
63 E Holly Ave
Pitman, NJ 08071

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Erik Ramos
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:44 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Erik Ramos
350 Boulevard
Passaic, NJ 07055-2840

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of David Mikkelsen
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:44 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
David Mikkelsen
281 Jefferson Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540-3453

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of J Pr
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:44 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
J Pr
287 Walnut Ln
Princeton, NJ 08540-3459

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Kirk Haveman
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:44 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kirk Haveman
34 Hillside Ter
Newton, NJ 07860-1118
(973) 383-4719

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Dave Whitaker
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:45 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Dave Whitaker
76 Curtis Pl
Manasquan, NJ 08736-2810

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Evelyn Gomez
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:46 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Gomez
411 Denow Rd
Pennington, NJ 08534-1930

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Cheow Tan-Babcock
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:46 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Cheow Tan-Babcock
188 Preston Rd Apt K3
Milford, NJ 08848-1255
(908) 782-8053

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Hilary Persky
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:47 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Please do not collaborate with Christie in his extreme self-interest.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Hilary Persky
100 Cuyler Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540-3408
(609) 497-6399

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Robert Cruickshank
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:47 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
This fund was set up with a specific purpose, it is not for use in the
General Fund to close gaps in other areas of the state budget.
Please make sure it is used as it was intended.
R. Cuickshank
Sincerely,
Robert Cruickshank
30 Godfrey Ave
Roseland, NJ 07068-1334
(973) 228-1058

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Sebastiaan De Voogd
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:48 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sebastiaan De Voogd
2007 Oak Tree Rd
Edison, NJ 08820-2035
(732) 548-3751

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Lisa Gilrain
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:48 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Lisa Gilrain
7 N Jersey Ln
Wayne, NJ 07470-2003
(973) 930-6641

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Hilary Malyon
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:50 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution. But
individual actions are not enough. WE NEED STRONG STATE (and
Federal) POLICIES to save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New
Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Hilary Malyon
Seminole Ave
Oakland, NJ 07436-2931
(201) 000-0000

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Rosemary Butka
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:51 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Butka
345 Union Ave
Elizabeth, NJ 07208-3217

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jerry Papapanayotou
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:52 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jerry Papapanayotou
14 Upper Mt. Ave.,
Montlair, NJ 07042

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Jonathan Bressman
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:52 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Bressman
10 Longacre Dr
Livingston, NJ 07039-2225
(973) 227-1268

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Fiamma Horvath
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:53 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Fiamma Horvath
217 S 4th Ave
Highland Park, NJ 08904-2624

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Patrick Frain
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:55 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Patrick Frain
25 Goldfinch Ln
Neshanic Station, NJ 08853-4403
(908) 806-7665

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of John Weber
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:56 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Weber
313 Lareine Ave
Bradley Beach, NJ 07720-1336

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Anne Stires
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:57:59 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Do what's right for the people, not Gov Christies career... please...
I need you to not be a coward here... do the right thing!
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Anne Stires
1 Ann St
Verona, NJ 07044-1905

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Denis Mercier
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:26 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Denis Mercier
370 W Clayton Ave
Clayton, NJ 08312-1702

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Kierstin Meyer
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:32 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kierstin Meyer
22 Glen Ave
Midland Park, NJ 07432-1673

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Lori Sudol
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:36 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Lori Sudol
7 Andover Pl
Bloomfield, NJ 07003-4402
(973) 886-6702

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of margaret davino
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:44 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
margaret davino
5 Tara Ct
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1700

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Marnie Vyff
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:46 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marnie Vyff
10 Vale Dr
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046-1433
(973) 335-4469

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Gail Zelenak
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:46 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Gail Zelenak
130 Cypress Dr
East Windsor, NJ 08520-2312
(609) 490-1304

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Kathleen Kerr
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:48 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Kerr
268 Pavonia Cir
Marlton, NJ 08053-5911
(609) 234-7036

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Joy Sullivan
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:49 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution,
starting in all state, county, and municipal offices! But individual
actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to save energy
and cut carbon. Sustainable programs MUST be encouraged, held
accountable, and be eligible for tax credits for meeting goals. State,
county, and municipal offices should also be accountable for energy
usage, as should landlords to whom the county welfare agencies pay rent
for homeless clients! These places are not even inspected by case
workers before clients are given the okay to sign a lease. It is time
for New Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Joy Sullivan
16 Linmor Ave
Newton, NJ 07860-2506
(973) 383-5315

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Richard Karp
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:51 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Gov, get your head out of the sand (I could have said something else
but I'm being polite) -- stop the politics, you were elected as
Governor not a pathway to the White House. For once do what's right
and start thinking about the State and it's people.
The climate and energy is all about science and facts. It doesn't
matter what you believe, reality is what's important, sooo Govern based
on reality not political fantasy.
Sincerely,
Richard Karp
1201 Queen Anne Rd
Teaneck, NJ 07666-3528
(201) 357-4048

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Joan Faszczewski
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:51 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Joan Faszczewski
21 Rose Ave
Springfield, NJ 07081-1720
(973) 218-0046

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Club on behalf of Denise Gomolka
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:26:53 PM

May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Keep Christie's hand out of the cookie jar! Use our money as intended.
Sincerely,
Denise Gomolka
3 Forest Hill Dr
New Egypt, NJ 08533-2731
(609) 286-2169
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Linda Fante
220 N Rosborough Ave
Ventnor City, NJ 08406-1603
(609) 823-0022

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Senderak
PO Box 476
Convent Station, NJ 07961-0476
(973) 290-5001
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sharon Colucci
424 Baldwin Ave Apt 1
Jersey City, NJ 07306-1588
(917) 664-5641
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
A Bryan Lees
7 Stephen St
Montclair, NJ 07042-5031
(973) 744-7503

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. Please protect us!
Sincerely,
Penny Bannister
6 Harvard Ave
Somerdale, NJ 08083-1315
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ava-Margeaux Tierney
392 Broad St
Newark, NJ 07104-3756
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Janice Victor
530 Valley Rd Apt 3f
Montclair, NJ 07043-2700
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Karen Vasto
8 Wesley Ave
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716-1412
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Tom Beatini
22 Wierimus Rd
Hillsdale, NJ 07642-1040
(201) 722-9304
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Michael Zuckerman
15 Richey Pl
Trenton, NJ 08618-5603
(609) 480-0507
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Randolph Barbiero
727 Nathan Hale Ave
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-4424
(609) 695-6626
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Bert Robinson
Mosher Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540-8415
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
David O'Leary
185 E Palisade Ave Apt D8b
Englewood, NJ 07631-3151
(201) 567-9667
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Helen Harrington
27 Adele Ct
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-1448
(609) 844-0550
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
President Mroz,
I believe encouraging the use of distributed solar power (panels on
residential and business/industrial rooftops) top of is a good way to
encourage individuals and businesses to have a personal stake in the
efficient generation and consumption of renewable energy. Also, I
believe utility companies and government buildings and campuses should
be served by renewable solar energy. I am against money being removed
from the Clean Energy Fund to fund any other programs. In addition it
is time that a state law mandates the installation of solar panels and
"green building features" on all new construction in the
State of New Jersey and "green" design requirements such as orientation
of streets and buildings for maximum solar utilization should
be mandatory in all building and zoning codes. the Romans were using
solar design principles thousands of years ago. Cutting energy waste
is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution and to have the
remaining funds we need to fund the State of New Jersey efficiently
while keeping taxes low. But individual actions are not enough. We need
strong state policies to save energy and cut carbon. It is time for
New Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Craig Campbell
PO Box 491
Camden, NJ 08101-0491
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ariana Schanzer
380 Broad Ave
Englewood, NJ 07631-4397
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Alexa Garbarino
67 Myrtle Ave
Montclair, NJ 07042-2107
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Molsen
309 Sayre Dr
Princeton, NJ 08540-5872
(609) 586-4981
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
THE MONIES WE PAY ON OUR ELECTRIC BILLS FOR RESPONSIBLE EFFICIENCY
& ENERGY PROGRAMS ARE NOT TO BE USED AS CHRISTIE'S PERSONAL
PIGGY-BANK !! WHAT A CHEAT ! WHY DID SO MANY IDIOTS VOTE IN SUCH A
DISHONEST PERSON......EVIDENTLY THEY WERE BRAINWASHED....
Sincerely,
Sheila Clarke
33 Ravine Dr
Matawan, NJ 07747-2924
(732) 583-2782

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Erik Hartten
159 2nd St Apt 508
Jersey City, NJ 07302-6100
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
PLEASE STOP STEALING NEW JERSEY TAX DOLLARS MONEY!!!
LOOK UP!!!!!!! CLEARLY SOMETHING IS (UP).....
STOP USING CLEAN ENERGY MONEY TO POLLUTE THE SKIES!!!
TELL YOUR BIG OIL BUDDIES TO STOP SPRAYING THE SKY WITH CHEMICALS.
WHY DO THEY FOLLOW THE SUNRISE/SUNSET??? PROBABLY TO HIDE THE SUN, SO
THAT WE CAN'T USE SOLAR POWER AND HAVE TO RELY ON ELECTRICITY AND
FOSSIL FUELS.
MY ENERGY BILLS HAVE BEEN $700 MONTHLY FOR A FAMILY OF 2.
MY ENERGY COMPANY REFUSES TO READ MY METER ON A MONTHLY BASIS. THEY
COME WHEN THEY FEEL LIKE IT AND EXPECT ME TO PAY $1000 FOR AN ESTIMATED
BILL AND FOR ENERGY I HAVE NOT USED.
THEY SHOULD NOT BEL ALLOWED TO ESTIMATE BILLS - P.E.R.I.O.D.
IT'S A CRIME WHAT BASIC UTILITY COMPANIES GET AWAY WITH.....

STOP STEALING MY ENERGY AND MAKING ME(WE) PAY FOR YOURS!!!
Sincerely,
Nicole Falkowitz
371 Amity Rd
Byram Twp, NJ 07821-4108
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
We should even be a leader in this area.
Sincerely,
Shaness Farrell
160 Patton Ave
Princeton, NJ 08540-5363
(609) 921-0278
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Barbara Schioppa
2150 Sachs Ave
Toms River, NJ 08755-1327
(732) 349-2495
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marian Glenn
13 Harvey Ct
Summit, NJ 07901-1203
(908) 273-0968
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rohn Hein
6338 Rogers Ave
Pennsauken, NJ 08109-2379
(856) 486-0004
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
It's supposed to read "if it's Clean it's Green...."
but let's Keep the Green Clean by using it for what it has been
intended for.
Sincerely,
Brian Racin
168 Hillside Ave
South River, NJ 08882-2061
(732) 690-0865
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution. Need more money? Have the top
1% pay their fair share of taxes!
Sincerely,
Katy Fischer
4 Franklin Ln
Sussex, NJ 07461-0309
(973) 875-7463
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Richard Nelson
64 Keen St Apt 5p
Paterson, NJ 07524-2312
(973) 782-4247
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rosemarie Smith
400 Burlington Ave Fl 1st
Delanco, NJ 08075-4308
(856) 461-4313
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Samuel Rob
3593 Frist Ctr
Princeton, NJ 08544-1135
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ronald Smits
170 Stewart Ave
Kearny, NJ 07032-3032
(201) 998-2984
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Mary Kushner
28l Nobhill
Roseland, NJ 07068-3810
(973) 809-5207
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jp Maurer
31 Charissaa Ct
Hewitt, NJ 07421-2628
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Michael Hecht
81 Alexander St
Princeton, NJ 08540-5111
(732) 729-1689
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
DO NOT let the governor take the funds destined for clean energy. He
has proven time and again that he raids other programs to cover his
inability to manage the state. He has already raided my pension fund, I
am a teacher by profession. Failed to come through on the hurricane
Sandy promises he made, I lost my summer place to his inability to
manage the funds the federal government gave us. He can't handle
governance, he should have stayed in the prosecutors office where his
bullying tactics served him well.
Sincerely,
Charles Hlawatsch
96 Werimus Rd
Westwood, NJ 07677-8243
(201) 307-0769
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Using supposed energy efficiency designated funds to plug budget holes
created by other unrelated problems and poor tax policies is an abuse
of NJ taxpayers. It is your responsibility to see that the monies are used
for energy efficiency and conservation. But my individual actions have
only a very limited impact. We need strong state policies to save energy
and cut carbon. New Jersey must do its part to curb climate pollution.
We can not allow Governor Christie to continue to plunder our
state's resources to benefit his wealthy cronies with tax gifts.
Sincerely,
John & Leslie Mckeon
130 Copley Ave
Teaneck, NJ 07666-4100
(201) 856-8209
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Cardini
1094 Bay Ave
Toms River, NJ 08753-3771
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jay Hawkshead, DrPH
1 Nordham St
Waldwick, NJ 07463-2200
(985) 807-5593
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Dan Mccullough
56 Vienna Rd
Howell, NJ 07731-8937
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Gail Hughes
24 Central Ave Apt 301
Madison, NJ 07940-1948
(973) 901-6525

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Timothy Harrison
709 25th St
Union City, NJ 07087-2207
(201) 555-5555
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Byron Minter
141 Meisel Ave
Springfield, NJ 07081-1829
(973) 627-0290
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Louis Harris
1002 Abington Rd
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034-3904
(856) 428-4052
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
PLEASE enforce strong state policies to save energy and cut carbon, and
use CEP monies to curb waste and promote clean energy in the Garden
State. Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce
pollution. But individual actions are not enough.
Sincerely,
Robert Spector
28 Spring St
Somerset, NJ 08873-3331
(917) 363-3639
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Clark
285 Hickory Ave
Bergenfield, NJ 07621-1848
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Burt Kimmelman
9 Lancaster Ave
Maplewood, NJ 07040-1701
(973) 763-8761
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sharon Harrill
3006 Route 206
Columbus, NJ 08022-1308
(609) 259-6533
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Karen Chin-Mancini
30 Elk Rd
Verona, NJ 07044-2501
(973) 857-8754
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jamie Baker
841 Willow Ave
Hoboken, NJ 07030-2955
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
D Reu
Carteret Road
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
I don't mind a small surcharge on my energy bill going toward energy
efficiency and renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution. I do
mind a surcharge for this purpose being siphoned off and sent to prop up
the general fund.
Sincerely,
Robert Watrous
320 Little York Pattenburg Rd
Milford, NJ 08848-2062
(908) 479-1199
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Christie's raiding of funds puts the entire budgeting process at risk.
Nothing like discouraging an already autocratic governor.
Please spend this fun's money wisely.
Sincerely,
Ruth Pennoyer
26 Buchanon Ct
West Orange, NJ 07052-1126
(973) 325-7537
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Celeste Martin
1 Central Railroad
Glen Gardner, NJ 08826-3517
(908) 537-9909
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sondra Lampl
14 Rockleigh Dr
Ewing, NJ 08628-1515
(609) 882-4589
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Lee Varian
38 Gordon Way
Princeton, NJ 08540-3956
(609) 924-7031
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Bob Weber
3 Makefield Cir S
Allentown, NJ 08501-1534
(609) 259-3380
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kris Henrickson
30 Ridge Rd Apt 15
Ridgewood, NJ 07450-3163
(201) 444-9068
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Dick Knight
21 E Broad St Apt C
Hopewell, NJ 08525-1841
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Michael Zajac
129 Sea Girt Ave
Manasquan, NJ 08736-2828
(732) 722-8293
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Thomas Cierech
58 Alta Vista Dr
Ringwood, NJ 07456-2002
(973) 839-6441

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
joann eckstut
26 Marston Pl
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028-1207

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Sturdevant
5 Roosevelt Ave
Lake Hiawatha, NJ 07034-2401
(973) 334-8136

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Melissa Grieves
40 Salem Ln
Little Silver, NJ 07739-1040
(973) 632-2935

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Gregory Gorman
13 Jennings Rd
Hamburg, NJ 07419-1701

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Christopher Lepple
Oakland Ter
Maplewood, NJ 07040-2317

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Barbara Blumberg
34 Minell Pl
Teaneck, NJ 07666-5508
(201) 837-1339

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Rapaport
69 Allen Dr
Wayne, NJ 07470-3370
(973) 696-8249

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Raymond Clark
626 S Riverside Dr
Neptune, NJ 07753-5664
(732) 774-4834

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Use the money collected for the purpose for which it was collected!
Sincerely,
Helen Chiappetta
332 Redfern St
Hamilton, NJ 08610-5365

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Norman & Linda Pugliese
86 W Valley Brook Rd
Califon, NJ 07830-3525
(908) 876-9418

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Anne Stebbins
348 Magnolia Pl
Leonia, NJ 07605-1709
(201) 944-7359

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jill Melveger
9 Patrick Ct
Flanders, NJ 07836-9729

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Charles A. Kush III
114 Jay Pl
Middlesex, NJ 08846-1613
(732) 752-3722

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Kuentzel
2307 Fox Run Dr
Plainsboro, NJ 08536-2784
(609) 716-8892

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ted Davis
10 Southview Dr
Boonton, NJ 07005-9428
(973) 299-7922

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marco Carbone
383 Edmund Ave
Paterson, NJ 07502-1313
(973) 220-8051

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Donna Nina
139 W Englewood Ave Apt 6b
Teaneck, NJ 07666-5021

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Budget gaps are not a good excuse to jeopardize the energy efficiency
we need - both for families' energy costs now - and - for the future of
our State.
Sincerely,
Lisa Lutter
5 Blanchfield Ct
Ho Ho Kus, NJ 07423-1401

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Killeen
2227 Concord Rd
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076-2102
(908) 889-6846

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Paul Stillwaggon
61 Mountain Blvd
Warren, NJ 07059-5678
(908) 561-5492

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Mary Derstine
14 Birch Rd
Kinnelon, NJ 07405-2505

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Arlene Ceterski
3 Mint Leaf Dr
Trenton, NJ 08690-2217

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
C H Duclos
Rte 1
Princeton, NJ 08540

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 27, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Cj Bosch
122 Rose Ave
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677-7952
(201) 391-3436

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Al & Joanne Arroyo
59 E Reid Pl
Verona, NJ 07044-1927
(973) 239-1021

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Kathy Greene
58 Plotts Rd
Newton, NJ 07860-6224
(973) 300-4594

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
R Chesterton
3 Holland Ave
Cape Town, NJ 07441

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution. Cease the outrageous political
theft.
Sincerely,
Kevin Dail
18 Valley View Dr
Rockaway, NJ 07866-1507
(973) 634-1190

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Andy Middleton
549 Highland Ave
Montclair, NJ 07043-1203

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
William Pell
255 Berkeley Ave
Newark, NJ 07107-1948

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Victoria Keller
79 Asbury Ave
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716-1469
(732) 977-5880

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
George Scott
185 Hockenbury Rd
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-3246
(908) 369-4566

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Rich McFeeters
58 Endicott Rd
Hamilton Square, NJ 08690-2148

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Clara Mitchell
114 Hillside Ave
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028-2219

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Welling
15 Eros Ct
Wayne, NJ 07470-6466
(973) 305-3397

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
This issue is deeply important to the short-term health and long-term
sustainability of our population. It's time to make NJ a forerunner in
the clean energy race!
Sincerely,
Susan Field
27 Springhill Dr
Howell, NJ 07731-2182

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Lee
27 Sunset Pl
Emerson, NJ 07630-1725

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Donald MacCourt
149 S Irving St
Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4518
(201) 612-0624

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hoerner
980 Byron Ave
Elizabeth, NJ 07208-1050

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Krista D'Egidio
25 Aspen Hl
Deptford, NJ 08096-2930
(484) 412-8423

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Ortiz
135 1st St
Hackensack, NJ 07601-2423
(201) 646-7960

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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Sierra Club on behalf of John Querrazzi
publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:58:09 AM

May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
John Querrazzi
20 Lurline Dr
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-2671
(908) 604-2302

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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publiccomments@njcleanenergy.com
CRA Public Comments
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Mike Tenney
126 E Lincoln Ave
Rahway, NJ 07065-4607

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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CRA Public Comments
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Denise McGowan-Guida
99 Merrill Rd
Clifton, NJ 07012-1639
(973) 477-3402

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Anthony Szumski
192 Hawks Schoolhouse Rd
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804-2018

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Mihaela Dinu
71 Kentucky Way
Freehold, NJ 07728-4622
(732) 761-8393

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Denise Summer
314 Prospect Ave
Neptune, NJ 07753-5868

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
James Curry
17 Pleasant Pl
North Brunswick, NJ 08902-4834

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Bernard Libster
327 Cleveland Ave
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604-1601

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Terrill
48 Sunset Lake Rd
Hardwick, NJ 07825-9551
(973) 896-2255

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
I would rather see windmills offshore rather than drilling platforms.
Sincerely,
Christopher Baczewski
16 Amsterdam Rd
Milford, NJ 08848-1723
(908) 995-4725

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Niki Learn
54 Seaman St
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-2721
(732) 729-0455

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
stop taking money that does not belong to you! This money is there for
a good cause not for you to plug holes in a structure that you have
failed to keep upright. we need clean energy as well as clean water
and air. If this is not done then you will need more money to plug
holes in all the other problems that will occur like trucking in water
we need, cleaning up toxic waste and spiraling decline in health.
Sincerely,
Janice Hazeldine
341 Sharon Rd
Hightstown, NJ 08520-4729

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Fred Fall
106 Uxbridge
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034-3724

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Deborah D'Amico
153 Stuyvesant Rd
Teaneck, NJ 07666-6327

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Governor Christie needs to stop taking the funds from important
programs to fill his budget gaps. In other words, he needs to raise
taxes. The Millionaires Tax and the Gasoline Tax would be good places
to start!
Sincerely,
Bennet Zurofsky
24 Bowdoin St
Maplewood, NJ 07040-2702
(973) 642-0885

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Maryann Mueller
260 S Main St
Lodi, NJ 07644-2117
(973) 473-7447

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
J Miller
62 Mackerley Rd
Newton, NJ 07860-5422

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Amongst other things that means discharging your responsibilities in a
politically neutral and unbiased manner. The governor has his
responsibilities too but it's not appropriate for him to shirk those by
subverting the role of the BPU in New Jersey's energy management.
New Jersey needs more funding for clean energy and energy efficiency
programs. That's the message you should send to Governor Christie.
Sincerely,
Steve Hazeldine
341 Sharon Rd
Hightstown, NJ 08520-4729
(609) 366-1318

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Curtis Baker
338 West Ave
Ocean City, NJ 08226-4041
(609) 576-5597

***AMERESCO NOTICE*** If this message is spam please create a new e-mail and send this e-mail as an
attachment to asa@websense.com.
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May 28, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Sue Preciose
1700 47 West
Tomsriver, NJ 08757
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Marvin Feil
69-75 Sparta Ave Apt 112
Newton, NJ 07860-2430
(201) 450-8481
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Stephen Anderes-Mullen
1 Ehler Ct
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660-1502
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Spencer Sapienza
106 E Ridgewood Ave
Paramus, NJ 07652-4048
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Jayne Bender
203 Nariticong Ave
Hopatcong, NJ 07843-1612
(973) 770-1032
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Please do the right thing to solve our energy problems and use all
funds allocated for this purpose to help.
Sincerely,
Barbara Miller
12 Ben Franklin Dr
Franklin, NJ 07416-2154
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution
and the increase in global temperatures. But individual actions are not
enough. We need strong state policies to save energy and cut carbon and
we don't want our fees going to support Christie's budget gaps that he
told us 5 years ago would never happen.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Dolsky
21 Winfield Dr
Parsippany, NJ 07054-2245
(973) 335-8542
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Cieri
4 Cliff Rd Apt A3
Woodland Park, NJ 07424-4238
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Helga Spector
28 Spring St
Somerset, NJ 08873-3331
(732) 828-6471
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Edythe Ben-Israel 1508
Timber Oaks Rd
Edison, NJ 08820-1550
(908) 756-9644
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ira Green
47 Avignon Dr
Morris Plains, NJ 07950-1365
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Wolff
156 Herrick Ave
Teaneck, NJ 07666-4107
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Neil Brutman
246 Mechanic St
Red Bank, NJ 07701-2350
(732) 758-0347
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon.
It is time for New Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate
pollution, as well as helping the citizens of New Jersey maintain a
clean healthy environment for themselves, their children and future
generations ahead.
Sincerely,
Joyce Browning
16 Loretto St
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-3418
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Greg Ribiot
1201 Garden St # 1
Hoboken, NJ 07030-4405
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Don't be bullied by Christie. Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and
best way to reduce pollution. But individual actions are not enough. We
need strong state policies to save energy and cut carbon. It is time
for New Jersey to do its part to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
George Schnitzer
14 Rosewood Ct
Spring Lake, NJ 07762-2144
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Patrick Treanor
42 Brooklake Rd
Florham Park, NJ 07932-2818
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Margaret Mckenna
58 Koclas Dr
Netcong, NJ 07857-1232
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
TD
21 Tremont Dr
East Hanover, NJ 07936-3321
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Barry Mccloud
708 Cornelia St
Boonton, NJ 07005-1618
(973) 335-1279
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
George Palmer
16 Sheep Hill Rd
Boonton, NJ 07005-8905
(973) 334-9468
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Roberta Utenwoldt
79 Washington Ave
Dumont, NJ 07628-3063
(201) 406-3504
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Bill Beren
98 Gordonhurst Ave
Montclair, NJ 07043-1716
(973) 746-9661
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Dear Mr. Mroz!
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Ursula Weuste
30 Elsinore Dr
Watchung, NJ 07069-6130
UNITED STATES
Sincerely,
Ursula Weuste
30 Elsinore Dr
Watchung, NJ 07069-6130
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May 29, 2015
BPU President Richard Mroz
NJ
Dear BPU President Mroz,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the FY2016 Comprehensive
Resource Analysis for the New Jersey Clean Energy Program. The CRA is a
step in the right direction. However, every year hundreds of millions
of dollars are lapsed from the Clean Energy Program to fill budget
holes. This money is supposed to go toward energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs to help reduce pollution.
It is the responsibility of the Board of Public Utilities to ensure
that the Clean Energy Program is fully-funded and efficiently managed.
Underperformance and budgetary lapses have been ongoing issues for six
years. It is time for the BPU to act and make the changes needed to
ensure utility investments in efficiency and a solid regulatory
framework for state programs. I urge the Board of Public Utilities to
adopt fully-funded, binding energy savings targets for CEP and the
electric utilities.
Cutting energy waste is the cheapest and best way to reduce pollution.
But individual actions are not enough. We need strong state policies to
save energy and cut carbon. It is time for New Jersey to do its part
to curb our share of climate pollution.
Sincerely,
Adam Koranyi
26 Royden Rd
Tenafly, NJ 07670-1010
(201) 567-3534
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